PROFILE

Hinged on left side

Frame width various dimensions*  
40mm 1.57"  

Insert width various dimensions*  

Frame height various dimensions*  

Concealed sliding latch

SPECIAL OPTIONS

DSS
DSS is available in portrait, landscape and square format and can be hinged along either the left or right edge.

DSS is available in standard sizes. Any other size can be manufactured up to a maximum of 1 sq meter (39.37 in). Special sizes should be ordered using the dimensions of the required visible glass area; the width of the frame will add 100mm (4.17 in) to the dimensions. DSS is 38mm (1.49 in) thick from the front of the glass to the wall.

Three different latching systems are available: key operated mini-lock, magnetic catch and hidden slide catch.

The door frame is available in silver as standard. All RAL, BS, and Matthews colors are available to order.

INTERNAL MOUNTING OPTIONS

Foam Panel
A charcoal gray foam panel holds the poster evenly against the glass door. The poster is secured to a thin aluminum top strip using removable, double-sided adhesive tabs (supplied).

Pin-board
Documents are secured to a gray, high density, closed-cell foam pin-board using map pins (supplied).

Magnetic Board
Documents are held to a white magnetic panel using disc magnets (supplied).

Illuminated
Transparencies or posters are secured to an acrylic diffuser using removable, double-sided adhesive tabs (supplied).

CONSTRUCTION
Wall and door frames are manufactured from extruded anodized aluminum sections. Illumination is provided by LED lamps via a forward diffuser. The glass is 4mm toughened safety glass, structurally bonded to the frame. Cable entry is through the sign back or wall frame. There is an EPDM sealing gasket around the door for external applications.

SOLUTION
Allow DSS to display messages, posters, and fit signage with ease. DSS has the ability to be ‘maintenance free’ when internally illuminated. Perfect for exterior and interior environments like:

- College and university campuses
- Retail environments
- Corporate headquarters
- Government campuses
- Museums